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What Are the Key Problems 
with Opaque Manager Fees? 

FEE TRANSPARENCY SERIES: PART 1

Asset managers, asset owners and investment 
consultants all want confidence to negotiate and 
efficiently reach fee alignment in the investment market.

However, getting accurate information on asset manager 
fee data is a complicated and opaque process. Disparities 
around published fees and actual or negotiated fees 
create significant difficulties for all parties when 
negotiating mandates.

Here are the unique challenges all institutional investment industry 
participants face due to opaque fee data.
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Revenue Loss 

Opaque fee data makes it difficult for asset managers 
to propose the “right-sized” fee and properly position 

themselves against competitors. This can mean 
losing to competitors or leaving money on the table 
– weakening their ability to win highly competitive 

institutional mandates.

Eroded Returns

Higher fees will erode away portfolio returns over 
the longer term. Increased focus on realized net 

of fees return is crucial for institutional investors 
to maximize returns by not overpaying for their 

investments.

Missed Opportunities

Market volatility is driving the importance of fee 
transparency to create opportunities for existing 

and new active management strategies to win new 
mandates. Access to accurate, industry-wide data is 
critical to right-size fees based on product strategy, 

mandate size and plan sponsor type.

Poor Decisions

Lack of fee disclosures can lead to flawed manager 
selection and investment product decisions. An 

inability to maximize the total return for each unit of 
cost also makes it difficult for institutional investors 

to meet their fiduciary responsibility.

All Participants

Pricing Inefficiencies

Cobbled together fee data from multiple incomplete, outdated sources and 
lack of external validation make it near impossible for asset managers to filter 
and benchmark fees across a range of variables, and for asset owners and 
consultants to strengthen their hand in negotiations with asset managers.

Weakened Relationships

Lack of confidence in fee negotiation can strain relationships. 
A fair negotiation facilitates trust between the asset owner 
and asset manager – increasing the likelihood of a long-
lasting relationship that withstands the natural ups and 
downs of the investment cycle.

The Bottom Line

Asset managers, asset owners and consultants need more and better fee transparency. They need to 
know what fees are being paid, by whom, for which products, and the returns generated in relation to 
the fees charged.

Get the Full Story

For more information on solving the challenges of fee transparency, download our white paper, 
How Fee Transparency Leads to Better Pricing Alignment.
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